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Abstract. Consider the chess game: When faced with a complex scenario, how does 
understanding arise in one’s mind? How does one integrate disparate cues into a global, 
meaningful whole? How do players avoid the combinatorial explosion? How are abstract 
ideas represented? The purpose of this paper is to propose a new computational model of 
human chess cognition.  We suggest that analogies and abstract roles are crucial to 
understanding a chess scenario.  We present a proof-of-concept model, in the form of a 
computational architecture, which may be able to account for many crucial aspects of 
human play, such as (i) concentration of attention to relevant aspects, (ii) how humans 
may avoid the combinatorial explosion, (iii) perception of similarity at a strategic level, 
(iv) a state of meaningful anticipation over how a global scenario may evolve, and (v) the 
architecture’s choice as an emergent phenomenon from the actions of subcognitive 
processes. 
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I. Introduction 
 
 
Most models of decision-making and strategic thinking are based on game-theoretical ideas.  Yet, the 
human mind works in different ways from those postulated by game theory or expected utility theory.  
While game theory has provided us with valuable insights into numerous scientific fields, the assumption 
that humans think and act “rationally” as postulated does not stand empirical enquiry (Camerer 2003). This 
paper makes some observations concerning how an alternative model might be.  The objective is to present 
a model of decision-making and strategic thought that, while admittedly preliminary and consisting of a 
highly limited proof-of-concept, may shed light on the underlying cognitive processes, and influence 
further work on unexplored and perhaps promising avenues of research.   
 
Our interest here is in the bridging between strategic-interaction games, experimental psychology, and 
work on cognitive modeling.  We will be particularly interested in the game of chess, a zero-sum 
combinatorial game for which extensive psychological knowledge has been acquired; and the main thrust 
of this work is to propose that the FARG models (for Fluid Analogies Research Group) provide a serious 
blueprint to modeling decision-making and abstract thought in games and strategic interactions.   
 
A number of FARG models have been devised in order to better understand perception, massive 
parallelism, emergent understanding from subcognitive processes, the bottom-up and top-down interplay of 
these processes, and the central role of analogy in cognition.  This work is the first application of a FARG 
architecture to a widely studied strategic problem: the chess game.  
 
In this paper, a new computational model of chess decision-making is proposed, in the form of a computer 
architecture called Capyblanca. We will also analyze how the Capyblanca project may be psychologically-
plausible.  
 
1.1. The objective of this paper. 
 
Our interest here is on the following question:  how do chess players understand what is going on in a 
particular scenario?  A complete understanding of this question demands that the following scientific 
questions, currently without cogent explanations, be approached:   
 

1. How can old strategies be applied to new situations?  
2. When faced with a complex scenario, how does one integrate disparate cues into a global, 

meaningful, understanding of the situation?  
3. How do humans avoid the combinatorial explosion?  
4. What is an intuitive sense of a position? How are humans able to play rapidly at high-performance 

levels? 
5. How can strategically similar positions be perceived?  Which mechanisms and representation 

structures enable a process to perceive analogous positions? 
 
 
These are the questions that guide this work.  Though it is only a first step, a proof of concept of the ideas 
involved, and with serious limitations, we make some observations concerning Capyblanca that may shed 
new light on these issues.     
 
Consider question #1:  How can old strategies be applied to new situations?   
 
We postulate that analogies play a key role in the understanding of a chess scenario.  Consider the 
positions shown on Fig. 1. Experts report that pairs (6,10) and (8,20) are ‘very similar’, despite the large 
number of superficial differences (Linhares and Brum 2007, 2009).  
 
In positions 6 and 10, black cannot defend from the simultaneous attack of white’s passed pawn and king. 
Note that in position 6 the white king will move across the board, to eventually threaten the E5 pawn.  
These movements expand the game tree, involving over 20 plies. The decision tree of position 10, on the 
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other hand, is shallow.  To the “eyes” of a traditional tree-search program, these position have no similarity. 
Yet, the strategic similarity to the situation in position 10 is remarkable, even with large differences in 
search tree depth and breadth.  
 
Positions 8 and 20 involve exchanges. In position 8—a variant of a position used in Charness et al. 
(2001)—, white moves rook to g8 check, black rook captures white rook, white knight captures black pawn 
at f7 checkmate.  In position 20, white moves knight to a6 check (by knight and by queen), black king 
escapes to a8, white moves queen to b8 check, black rook captures white queen, white knight returns to c7 
checkmate.  These positions display high strategic similarity and no similarity at a surface (“appearance”) 
level. Analogical mechanisms enable humans to perceive such abstract strategic similarities, and this 
enables the application of old strategies to new situations.  
 

6:      10:  

8:        20:  
 

Figure 1.  White to move.  Analogy enables the application of familiar strategies to new, unforeseen, 
situations.   
 
 
1.2. What the paper is not. 
 
The objective of this paper is to point out a new model of chess cognition based on the psychology of chess 
and on FARG architectures.  It is important to point out what this paper is not. The paper is focused on the 
innovations of Capyblanca and not on other important topics: 
 

• This work is not a review of the literature of computational cognitive models; 
• This work is not a review of chess psychology; The reader is referred to Gobet (1998) for chess 

cognitive models previous to our proposal, and to Linhares (2005) for references showing that 
chess is a perception-based, gradual interpretation-construal process (which influenced 
development of Capyblanca).   

• This paper does not contrast Capyblanca to traditional AI, tree-based, approaches (question #3 
notwithstanding); see Linhares (2005) for details on that issue. The reader is referred to Atkinson 
(1993) for a history of AI-based computer chess. 

• This paper does not contrast Capyblanca to the current cognitive models of chess (such as 
CHREST); see Linhares and Brum’s (2007, 2009) arguments concerning analogies in chess and 
Linhares and Freitas (2009) critique of some well-known cognitive models of chess, including 
CHREST.   

• This work is not a review of FARG architectures, or the contrasts to other analogy-based cognitive 
models such as SME (interested readers will find detailed discussions in Hofstadter and FARG 
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1995, Ekbia 2008, Mitchell 1993, Foundalis 2006, Hofstadter and FARG 1995, McGraw 1995, 
Marshall 1999, Rehling 2001, French 1995).  

 
 
1.3 Structure of the paper 
 
We assume that readers (or at least those who proceed from this point on) will be convinced of the use of 
analogy in identifying plausible strategies for any given chess position (more on Linhares and Brum 2007).  
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the presentation of Capyblanca and the questions posed 
above.  Tentative answers to these questions will be developed in the text.   
 
Section 2 will provide some desiderata for a psychologically plausible chess model, based on the 
psychological literature and on previous FARG models.  Section 3 details the Capyblanca project’s 
architecture.  Section 4 provides an example of the information-processing of Capyblanca and discusses 
psychological plausibility. Section 5 concludes by discussing how the project may help in illuminating the 
questions posed initially. 
 
 

II. Desiderata for a psychologically plausible architecture 
 
What are the elements of an architecture that could display understanding of a chess position?  How should 
it process information?  What does the process look like?  This section presents our proposal in broad 
strokes. 
 
 
2.1 Desiderata on Capyblanca’s information-processing 
 
The model presented here is constrained by 7 architectural principles drawn from an extensive review of 
the cognitive psychology of chess.  The reader is referred to Linhares (2005) for references and analysis:  
 
(i) A cognitive chess architecture should not evaluate a large number of move combinations, and only 
sporadically evaluate move implications (i.e., search the game tree).  There is a large body of evidence that 
chess players do not evaluate numerous different positions, and the number seems rather small, smaller 
than ten. 
 
(ii) A cognitive chess architecture should concentrate its attention (movement of eye saccades) to pieces in 
chess relations. Chess players rapidly focus on the most important aspects of the board, as shown by eye-
tracking experiments. 
 
(iii) A cognitive chess architecture should be able to have familiarity with real board positions, while 
having difficulty interpreting implausible board configurations. Experiments in reconstruction of positions 
show that masters are able to reconstruct them after brief exposures (e.g., 5 seconds), while random 
positions cannot be reconstructed.  Beginners have difficulty with both game and random positions.  This 
leads to the idea of chunking in the encoding of chess positions. 
 
(iv) A cognitive chess architecture should manipulate a relatively small number of chunks (or other 
discrete structures) in short-term memory, despite having a relatively large encyclopedia of chunks stored 
in long-term memory. 
 
(v) A cognitive chess architecture should exhibit a bottom-up parallel processing, when it is presented with 
a board position.  
 
(vi) A cognitive chess architecture should exhibit top-down processes, triggered by acquired expectations, 
which should enable the program to eventually create a coherent and meaningful description of the board.  
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(vii) A cognitive chess architecture should construct fluid, rapidly-reconfigurable, multiple-leveled 
representations of the board (the term in the chess literature is dynamic complexes).  These 
representations include pieces, relations between pieces, and, eventually, empty squares.   
 
 
 
           choice 
 

abstract vision, low-bandwitdh 
 
 
 
            analogies  

               known combinations        (piece, position & distance  
            of abstract roles               independent features) 

 
 
      guardian(P2)∈roles(P1) 
         
     attacker(P2) ∈roles(P1)  
              blocker(P2,Sxy)∈roles(P1) 
 
 
 
   perception of a  perception of perception of perception  
  piece’s mobility     an attack    a defense         of a blockage 
 
 
 
 
 perception of a  perception of an  perception of a  eye saccades 
 piece on a square    empty square      “shadow” 
 

concrete vision, high-bandwidth  
 
Figure 2.  The emergence of choice:  as time progresses, humans move (in a non-monotonic way) from 
higher-bandwitdh to lower bandwidth processes; from concrete observations to abstract observations.  
Note that there are multiple levels of perceptions involved, and interpretations will be construed by, and 
bind, these perceptions in all levels.  From the particular pieces to the (important or irrelevant) roles these 
pieces are playing, a final representation should encompass information from these multiple levels.  Note 
finally that information may flow through all of these processes, vertically and horizontally: a glance at a 
“shadow” (see below) can lead to the perception of a particular piece; perception of a particular piece can 
lead to the perception of an attack; and perception of an attack can lead to the top-down, hypothesis-
driven, search for a piece capable of blocking such attack.  
 
The Capyblanca project postulates chess as a process of pattern-recognition with the following 
characteristics: 
 

• It is a gradual perception process, creating an interpretation of the scenario at hand.  Like 
simulated annealing, the process seems to be a “temperature-based” process, in which the space of 
possibilities is gradually probed in numerous areas (and multiple levels—see below).  This process 
has been referred to as the “parallel terraced scan”, and also a “gradual convergence to a context-
sensitive representation” (see French and Anselme 1999); 

• There are different hierarchical levels of processing.  At a low level of pattern recognition, the 
process seems to be parallel and data-driven, with fast eye saccades over the most important areas 
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of the board.  On the other hand, at a high level of decision-making and inferences, the process 
seems to be serial and driven by hypothesis or expectations.   

• Since protocols cannot be relied upon in order to grasp precisely the processing on a chess player’s 
mind, we propose that the information-processing trajectories should be carefully probed, so that 
deviations of processing by the system also reflect expectations from human players of the game. 

 
These characteristics of processing have appeared in a number of cognitive models from the FARG 
approach. There are numerous processes operating in parallel.  Some processes are acquiring information 
through eye saccades across the board.  Other processes may generate hypothesis and expectations, leading 
the system to search for additional expectation, e.g., if a piece is attacking a rook, can that piece be blocked 
or captured?  The process works in a multiple leveled fashion, with high-bandwidth and concrete 
perceptions at a low level, and gradually lower bandwidth and more abstract vision at higher levels.  Here 
we have the first clues concerning the questions of analogy and strategic similarity, avoidance of 
combinatorial explosions, and integration of cues into a single interpretation, some of our guiding 
questions. 
 
 
2.2 A brief overview of FARG architectures  
 
FARG architectures seem particularly well-suited for such desiderata: they have simultaneous bottom-up 
and top-down processing, they are parallel and exhibit an emergent understanding; they proceed from high-
bandwidth, concrete information, to low-bandwidth, abstract information; and their information-processing 
is based on a gradual construal of a multiple-leveled representation.   
 
While we can only summarize previous FARG architectures here, let us start by distinguishing them from 
other notable “analogy making” architectures, such as SME or ACME.  There are at least three 
fundamental philosophical characteristics that distinguish FARG architectures from notable analogy 
models:  the intention of the research, the nature of the analogies, and the processing of representations. 
 
Intention: While the term analogy-making is commonplace to FARG architectures, their intention is not to 
solve analogies per se, as one particular cognitive capability.  Though both Copycat and Tabletop, some of 
the original projects of the architecture, focus on analogy-making tasks, the intention of FARG 
architectures is highly different from notable analogy-making theories.  In fact, the intention is not the 
solving of analogies: it is to model high-level cognition, and one particular claim is that high-level 
cognition, deep perception, or abstract thought, emerge through analogies.  The focus is on analogies as an 
underlying mechanism or process towards the goal of high-level cognition, not solely as analogy-solving 
projects.  This should be clear by the focus of the descendant projects of Copycat and Tabletop:  Letter 
Spirit is a project to capture and reproduce the stylistic essence of fonts, Phaeaco is molded in order to 
solve Bongard problems, Metacat strives to obtain a higher level of self-awareness during its runs.  More 
recent projects involve extrapolation of number sequences, generation of melodic expectations, discovery 
in Euclidean geometry, and the study of humor.   
 
It is in this spirit that the current project is presented.  Capyblanca is not a system for finding analogies in 
chess positions.  It intends to create a “deep perception” of a chess position, and we claim that the 
mechanisms embodied in it are, in fact, analogy-making mechanisms. 
 
The nature of analogy: In other notable theories, systems tend to assume that analogies are like a fraction: 
a/b=c/d; a is to b as c is to d. Systems strive to solve analogies such as the famous Rutherford analogy 
between the atom and the sun.  Structures representing the relevant relations in both domains are presented, 
and the system finds an optimum matching between the structures.  In FARG architectures, there is not 
necessarily a perfect one-to-one mapping between different structures. In fact, the system does not even 
have previously-carved objects and relations to start with.   
 
Consider the following analogy: “Wikipedia is like a true democracy”—what is meant by the word 
“Wikipedia”? The meaning is not that of an encyclopedia; as nobody would understand the parallel 
analogy:  “Encyclopedia Britannica is like a true democracy”. It is also not meant as a website per se; the 
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true intended meaning is between the process involved in Wikipedia sharing some similarities with the 
democratic process.  FARG systems are built to find analogies, but they do not necessarily have a one-to-
one mapping.  Of course one may try, a posteriori, to force a one-to-one mapping onto an analogy, by 
selecting objects and relations from each domain (as artificial as that may be). But in FARG architectures 
there are no high-level objects or relations given a priori, which lead us to our next distinction. 
 
The “perception module assumption”:  As mentioned, other analogy-making systems generally receive 
as input a set of objects and relations construed a priori.  In the atom-sun analogy, atom is an object and 
sun is an object.  A set of relevant relations is also given in detail.  This presupposes that the relevant 
information has been filtered, or rather, can be filtered, through perhaps a perception module.  This 
postulated module would throw away all connotations associated with sun (enormous, massive, hot, shiny, 
sky, round, yellow, seems to rotate along the Earth during the day, disappears during the night, sunrise, 
sunset, looks smaller than a mountain, fire, star, gravity, etc.), and separate only those that are relevant. 
This assumption has been seriously questioned and seems duly unfeasible (Chalmers et. al 1993, French 
1997, Hofstadter and FARG 1995, Linhares 2000).  Unfortunately, these arguments seem to have been 
ignored (French 2008, Linhares 2008). In FARG systems there is no perception module or pre-constructed 
objects beyond mere atomic entities, each of which brings forth a large set of connotations and it is 
therefore up to the system to filter the relevant ones from the irrelevant ones in each particular context. A 
crucial part of analogy is bringing focus to some aspects of an object, relation, or situation. 
 
FARG architectures are not hybrid architectures, but an attempt towards a synthesis of a human’s 
cognition.  They are parallel at one level, and serial at the other.  They are bottom-up, data-driven, and also 
top-down, expectation-driven.  They present a gradual convergence in which subsymbolic processes 
compete and cooperate to create fluid hierarchical representations (that can be rapidly reparsed).   
 
In this family of architectures, there is a high degree of parallelism, some of which is bottom-up and data-
driven.  Registration of bottom-up data leads to expectations and hypothesis (i.e., a bishop primes a player 
to hypothesize about the contents of the diagonals).  Hence, there is a number of simultaneous top-down, 
hypothesis-driven, processes attempting to gather more meaningful information concerning the scenario at 
hand, and to constrain the plausible courses of action. A result of this is that the overall process is 
emergent, and causality can hardly be traced to any single individual process.  Another consequence is in 
the improved robustness of the system: if, at any point, a process has not gathered a meaningful piece of 
information, which could radically alter the hypotheses and expectations (and therefore all subsequent 
processing), the architecture may still be able to suddenly obtain such piece of information and trigger the 
necessary chain reaction.  Erroneous, irrelevant “counterfactual” pathways are always being explored by 
some processes, but generally self-correct rapidly.  
 
In the next section, the architecture of Capyblanca is presented. 
 
 
 

III The Capyblanca Architecture 
 
 
FARG architectures have been applied to many different domains, and will not be reviewed in detail here, 
except for the concept of temperature, which has a different implementation in Capyblanca, and needs to be 
discussed (and justified) more closely.  
 
3.1 Architectural elements 
 
The architecture consists of the following five elements:  
 
Pressing urges and codelets—The computational processes constructing the representations on short-term 
memory are subcognitive processes named codelets. The system perceives a great number of subtle 
pressures that immediately invoke subcognitive urges to handle them. These urges will eventually be 
executed as codelets. Some of these processes may look for particular objects, some may look for particular 
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relations between objects and create bonds between them, some may group objects into chunks, or 
associate descriptions to objects, etc. The collective computation of these impulsive processes, at any given 
time, stands for the working memory of the model. These processes are involuntary, as there is no 
conscious decision required for their triggering. (As George Lakoff puts it, if one asks you “not to think of 
an elephant”, it is too late, you already have done so, in an involuntary way.) They are also automatic, as 
they know how to do their job without asking for help. They are fast, with only a few operations carried 
out. They accomplish direct connections between their micro-perceptions and micro-actions. Processing is 
also granular and fragmented – as opposed to a linearly structured sequence of operations that cannot be 
interrupted (Hofstadter and FARG 1995; Linhares 2005). Finally, they are functional, associated with a 
subpattern, and operate on a subsymbolic level (but not restricted to the manipulation of internal numerical 
parameters as opposed to most connectionist systems).  
 
For example, codelets in Capyblanca can be of the following (idealized) form: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Examples of idealized codelets operating on the levels of pieces, relations and abstract roles.  
 
 
Coderack: a list of parallel priorities—Each codelet executes a local, incremental change to the emerging 
representation, but the philosophy of the system is that all the active urges are perceived simultaneously, in 
parallel. So there is, at any given point in time, a list of subcognitive urges ready to execute, fighting for the 
attention of the system and waiting probabilistically to fire as a codelet. This list of parallel priorities is 
called the coderack in Hofstadter and FARG (1995). The name is due to an analogy with a coat rack in 
which any coat may be taken out of from any point.  The coderack is a task manager in which urges are 
selected stochastically to execute as codelets. 
 
A workspace that interacts with external memory—This is the working short-term memory of the 
model. The workspace is where the representations are constructed, with pressing urges waiting for 
attention and their corresponding processes swarming over the representation, independently perceiving 
and creating many types of subpatterns. Common examples of such subpatterns are relations between 
objects, awareness of abstract roles played by objects, and so on.  In the next section we will study the 
emergence of choice through the actions occurring in the workspace. 
 
A semantic associative network undergoing constant flux—The long-term memory of the system is 
embedded into a network of nodes representing concepts with links between nodes associating related 
concepts. This network is a crucial part for the formation of a chain reaction of conceptual activation: any 
specific concept, when activated, propagates activation to its related concepts, which will in turn launch 
top-down expectation-driven urges to look for additional information relevant to each active concept 
(Linhares 2005). For example, if a bishop is found at a certain position, this perception will trigger 
associated concepts (and codelets) to look at the diagonals, and to construct a chess relationship structure if 
a piece is found.  This mode of computation not only enforces a context-sensitive search but also is the 
basis of a chain reaction of activation spreading – hence the term ‘active symbols’ (Hofstadter 1979, 1985). 
This network is called the slipnet.  One of the most original features of the slipnet is the ability to “slip one 
concept into another”, in which distances between concepts change through time (for implementation 
details see Mitchell 1993).  
 

If (Bishop is found at square [x,y]) then  
  . launch top-down codelets to check all squares diagonal to [x,y] 

If (Piece P1 is found at a Bishop’s diagonal) then  
 if color(P1)=color(Bishop) then  
  . launch codelet to create Abstract_Role blocked_by(P1)∈roles(Bishop) 
  . launch codelet to create Abstract_Role defended_by(P1)∈roles(Bishop) 
 else 
  . launch codelet to create Abstract_Role attacked_by(P1) ∈roles(Bishop) 
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Temperature—Since, at any point in time, a process can propose the creation or destruction of any 
structure, how should such decisions be made?  It is counterproductive to destruct elements that are 
relevant to the situation.  On the other hand, the system behaves as a Brownian motion if proposals are 
randomly accepted.  Because a proposal’s quality can be measured, one may decide in the extreme to 
accept all “improving” proposals, leading to a hillclimbing process; or, to wonder through the search space 
for more promising areas to be explored.  Temperature is a global variable that acts on the decision for a 
proposal’s acceptance.  The idea is to, initially, find promising areas to explore, and, as good proposals are 
found, temperature drops—leading to a higher probability of subsequent improvements to be made.  Higher 
temperatures throw the system onto a breadth-first search, lower temperatures throw the system onto a 
depth-first search.  Hofstadter poses the analogy of finding a good book in a bookstore: one usually 
browses around shelves, then stops at some interesting shelf, then browses some books, then selects one to 
browse, and if it’s not of interest, puts it back on the bookshelf.  No sane person would attempt to either 
read all book titles (breadth-first search) neither start blindly reading the first book one comes across, 
regardless of subject (depth-first search).  As one gathers more information, this information is fed back 
into temperature, and a lower temperature brings a higher propensity to stay in that region of the search; a 
higher temperature brings a higher propensity to move elsewhere.  This process is gradual over the course 
of a run, and has been termed as a parallel terraced scan.  
 
 
3.2. Redefining the concept of temperature.   
 
Perhaps the concept of temperature can be improved upon.  Temperature stands in these models as a global 
feedback mechanism.  All processes have direct access to the global variable T.  This does not seem to be 
either biologically or psychologically plausible.  It does not seem to be biologically plausible because the 
brain is massively distributed and parallel.  It is questionable to suppose that a single variable is being 
accessed at all times by a large number of independent processes.  Moreover, even if the process generated 
by such temperature-management techniques is much more psychologically plausible than either breadth-
first search or depth-first search, we propose that the concept can be improved upon.  Consider that, for 
each created structure, we can measure its relevance.  Relevance is a multiple of three variables:  (i) the 
context, or goal under pursuit (spawned by a top-down codelet), (ii) the ability to imagine the structure, and 
(iii) evidence. Each of these in isolation should seem obvious, but their combination may be a contribution 
to FARG architectures in itself.  Let us look at each of them separately. 
 
First, relevance should be a function of the goal under pursuit.   In the case of chess—though the ultimate 
goal is clear and unchanging—, the current goal is always shifting: one wants to capture that pawn, or one 
wants to block a particular file, etc.  Each goal is a top-down pressure on the system; an active symbol 
attempting to find a set of structures which will satisfy it.  There are constantly multiple goals competing 
for attention during a run. There is a lot of wasted effort, as many goals will trigger processes which will 
fail to find a proper structure. If a proposed structure leads to a higher chance of a current goal being 
achieved, relevance for that structure should increase. 
 
Next is the ability to imagine a structure.  The reasoning behind this ability is subtle and may sound 
childish at first.  Our minds make it possible to imagine a “green giraffe elephant”—perhaps a dyed morph 
of both animals resembling some of Salvador Dali’s paintings.  But without a goal and specific evidence, 
the relevance of the proposed object cannot be understood in anyone’s mind.  This is but one of the crucial 
roles that analogy plays in cognition: given evidence (a very tall politician of the American Republican 
Party who is also concerned with environmental issues is on focus) and a goal (mocking such a person), the 
“green giraffe elephant” becomes a real psychological entity, and people immediately understand the 
reference. Consider also the opening position of the game of chess.  It is possible to imagine the white 
queen “jumping over the pawn” to land at square a4, from where it will be able to “jump again” to 
checkmate.  But the rules of chess forbid such wishful thinking. So the ability to imagine this scenario 
should be valued at zero (bringing relevance to zero).  Now, consider a bishop blocked by same-color 
pawns.  As a pawn moves, the ability to imagine the bishop moving immediately increases from zero. This 
will trigger top-down processes to probe the possibilities therein.  Imagination is, of course, the basis of 
thought experiments and counterfactuals.   
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Finally, relevance is a function of evidence.  Without the tall congressman being on focus (visually or 
verbally), one cannot understand the term the first time it is heard.  In the game of chess, the pieces on the 
board, and the configuration of squares that are empty, blocked, occupied by the opponent or protected by 
the opponent, combine to form evidence for imagined moves.  Without evidence, imagination is irrelevant.  
And nothing is relevant without a context (provided by goals). 
 
How are these computed?  While goals are brought by top-down processes, the ability to imagine and the 
current evidence are brought by the contents of external memory (the chess position) or short-term memory 
(the current representation of the position).  The values goals, evidence and imagination range from [0…1] 
and relevance is computed by multiplying the three variables. 
 
Why do we think that this distilling of the concept of temperature is needed, and indeed desirable?  For 
both biological and psychological reasons.  This proposal is massively distributed, as there is no central 
variable underlying all decisions—it therefore suggests itself as a more biologically plausible alternative to 
a global, central, temperature variable.  And we believe it is more psychologically plausible.  Consider, for 
example, the Copycat project.  During an execution of the architecture, there are many moments in which 
the system is stuck at a local minima, and after a while with no improvement, temperature goes up.  When 
that happens, every single structure created so far has a higher probability of being destructed.  So there 
are scenarios in which the system goes through a particular trajectory, gets blocked, destroys everything in 
short-term memory, only to reconstruct a large part of what was just destroyed. Sometimes this is desirable, 
but for most of the time it is not (one motivation of the Metacat project was to avoid this, by realizing that it 
was finding itself stuck in the “same” situation). When we hear a phrase with a new, unrecognized word 
(e.g., “I think this is just schadenfreude in John’s part”), we understand the entire phrase, while remaining 
confused only about a single strange part of it; there is no need to re-parse or re-interpret the entire phrase.  
When we analyze a chess position, our focus tends to shift between areas and relations, and we may have a 
clear understanding of most areas while being confused about the situation in some area.  In most cases, it 
is unnecessary to destruct most structures.  The binding of relevance to each structure lets us destruct 
(probabilistically) only those that seem either out of context (goal) or without evidence (note that if it is not 
imaginable, it would not be suggested in the first place). 
 
Finally, our proposal is equivalent to temperature in an important sense:  temperature can be thought of as 
tolerance towards irrelevance. A high temperature lets highly irrelevant structures in, while a low 
temperature demands increasing relevance.  The large scale behavior of the parallel terraced scan is 
preserved.  
 
All of these architectural elements operate on many different levels of organization, some more ‘concrete’, 
tied to the specifics of a position (i.e., percepts), and others more ‘vague’, tied to abstract vision and pure 
reasoning.  This is our next subject.   
 
3.3. Multiple-leveled analysis 
 
Capyblanca employs many different levels of analysis (Fig.2.).  It does not start with a representation of 
pieces and their positions and moves on to explore the search tree.  Instead, the very board position is given 
as external memory, and the piece positions must be found through simulated eye saccades.  The focus of 
the architecture is on a gradual convergence towards a representation with multiple hierarchical levels.  At 
start, short-term memory does not contain any structure—not even the pieces.  The system starts with the 
intention to scan the board in simulated eye saccades (given by a codelet per board square: 64 codelets 
only).   At this stage there are no expectations, no top-down processes, and it is more like a low-level visual 
process than a reasoning process.  Gradually, as more codelets are triggered, the processing becomes less 
visual and closer to a reasoning or inference mode.     
 
As pointed out, the system operates at multiple hierarchical levels, notably: 
  

• Squares—this is the lowest level of information processed by the system.  Capyblanca is able to 
‘saccade eyes’ to  empty squares, to recognize that pieces may be present in its’ “peripheral 
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vision” (perceiving a “shadow”, which increases probabilities of codelets in that direction), and to 
register that a particular piece has been found at a particular square; 

 
• Pieces—After a piece is found, codelets may trigger additional codelets to search for the available 

trajectories of that on the following moves; other codelets will attempt to gather an estimate of the 
initial “spheres of influence” of the piece, leading to another level of mobilities; 

 
• Piece mobilities—This level of information processing is mainly concerned with each piece’s 

possible influence across the board.  An initial map of movement is developed from the starting 
piece square.  This map may be modified in due course by other codelets gathering additional 
information;  

 
• Trajectories—If a piece A is found (randomly at first) to have a potential trajectory towards a 

piece B, then a codelet may create a data structure to encompass the trajectory between both 
pieces. Trajectories eventually created will lead to the creation of chess relations; 

 
• Chess relations—If attack or defense relations are found, the system registers them in a proper 

structure, beyond the mere trajectory involved (note that multiple-steps attacks and defenses are 
registered, just as immediate, single step, relations).  These relations will be measured by an 
intensity function, which takes the following form: 
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where p1 represents the origin piece, p2 the destination piece of a chess relation, v(pi) is the current 
system value of piece i, and v-1 its inverse function, d-1 is the inverse function of the minimum 
distance, in number of squares, that p1 must travel to reach p2.  Intensity might be lowered by a 
codelet after this initial estimate, by increasing nn+1 (or nn-1, if the converse is true, under 
the proper circumstances). This will be illustrated in the next section (see figures 8—9). Intensities 
are established by (i) the value of the pieces involved in a relationship; (ii) the distance between 
pieces; and (iii) the mobility (or lack thereof) a piece.  For example, if a low-value pawn attacks a 
high-value queen in 1 move, this role of attacker receives a greater priority over the relation of a 
high-value queen attacking over 3 moves a low value pawn.   If an attack can be intercepted, the 
relation also loses intensity (by other codelets manipulating n—note that any of the functions v 
and d can be changed by codelets at any time).  The idea behind manipulating n is that the same 
relation can be more important, or less important, as the system discovers other relations, and 
hence has the ability to manipulate intensities in a context-sensitive form. Intensity is used here as 
a proxy to relevance. 

 
• Abstract roles—Chess relations with the highest intensities will form a set of abstract roles: the 

current interpretation of the system about what is important in a chess position, and which pieces 
are involved.  An example of information processing at the ‘abstract role’ level might be: if there 
is a double check, the only possible response is to escape with the king. This inference might thus 
trigger codelets, at the piece mobility level, to check whether the king has an escape route (Fig. 4). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  A codelet with an abstract role known by all chess players: under a double-check, the only 
solution is to escape with the king. (Note that in this particular idealized codelet “attack” is an immediate, 
next-ply, attack, and not the possibility of attack in a higher number of plies). 

 

If (Attacked_by(P1) ∈roles(King) AND Attacked_by(P2) ∈roles(King)) then  
  . launch top-down codelet to check whether King can capture P1 
  . launch top-down codelet to check whether King can capture P2 
  . launch top-down codelet to check whether King can escape to a safe square 
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Reasoning at the abstract role level, we propose, is what enables chess players to intuitively understand a 
position and to perceive abstract strategic similarity to positions that are different in all superficial aspects 
(Linhares and Brum 2007).  Abstract roles are independent of the squares, the piece-types, the mobilities 
and spheres of influence, and the distances involved in the trajectories underlying chess relations.  Because 
of this independence, abstract roles are applicable to a large set of superficially different, but strategically 
similar, situations. Analogies in chess are enabled by combinations of abstract roles.  Also, by having high 
intensity attached to a codelet such as that of Fig. 4, the system is able to focus on the most important 
relations, and hence avoid the combinatorial explosion.  We propose that what grandmasters acquire over 
the year are inferences of the form provided above (with two caveats, however:  first, they are mostly 
unconscious.  Moreover, they are hardly verbalizable:  because relations such as “attack” can be stored over 
trajectories with many movements, it is a matter of context whether or not a piece is placing pressure on 
another piece or in a particular area).  
 
 

IV. The emergence of choice: an example of Capyblanca’s information processing 
 
In this section we describe an actual execution of Capyblanca in problem 6, a variation of Wilkins’  (1980) 
position.  This is a much harder position, in fact, than that used by Wilkins, with increased search depth and 
breadth.  How could a computer understand the position and escape from searching the tree in order to find 
white’s advantage?  Figures 5—9 provide us with a careful look into the intertwined perception and 
interpretation processes carried out by the model. 
 
 

  
Figure 5. States 11 and 55 of an execution of Capyblanca.  There is fast convergence to the most important 

areas of the board:  At state 55, all pieces but the bishop have been registered (as has a first defense 
relation). 

 
How do experts rapidly perceive what is relevant in a position?  How can they immediately zoom in the 
important areas of the board?  In Capyblanca, the mechanisms that enable such behavior are not explicitly 
pre-programmed, but emerge from the interactions of the micro-perceptions of codelets. At start, the idea is 
to model the process akin to the first seconds of perceiving a position: the system has only 64 codelets to 
eventually ‘saccade eyes’ to each board square.  Since codelets are drawn at random from the coderack, one 
might expect that the system would randomly scan the board.  That is not the case: the board is usually 
scanned in a way that concentrates priority to the “most important” areas.  If a piece is found by a codelet, 
that codelet will increase the priority given to codelets looking at the squares that the piece can move to in 
subsequent moments of the game.  To model an ability of (a rather myopic) peripheral vision, if there exists 
a piece in one of the (at most 8) squares surrounding a saccaded square, then a ‘shadow’ is perceived (i.e., a 
representation that “something” is in there, but the system is unable at that point to state exactly what). In 
figure 5, for example, after codelet 11, we can see some random squares which have been saccaded to, and 
also, a first piece has been found, an event which increases the urgencies to look at that piece’s potential 
trajectories.  Two shadows are also found, and now the urgency to ‘look at those squares’ is increased. As 
with humans, unexpected perceptions in peripheral vision bring an urge to focus on them, and this is 
reflected in the system by an increased urgency to look at that square.  
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Attention rapidly converges to the important areas: at state 55, Capyblanca has found 91% of the pieces 
while scanning less than 38% of the board’s squares.  The system has also perceived a first chess relation, 
even if a large empty region of the board—given by the odd-colored squares—remains still unattended.  At 
this stage, the system is processing information at five different levels: squares, shadows, pieces, piece 
mobilities, and immediate chess relations. Each one of those types of information may trigger subsequent 
codelets and significantly affect the upcoming processing. This shows how attention is quickly thrown into 
the ‘relevant’ areas of the board. Herein lies an interesting first point concerning the system: a key 
mechanism in low-level perception (pieces on squares) starts from a random order of ‘eye saccading’, to 
non-random attention shifts towards the most important areas of the board (as has been documented by 
Charness et al, 2001).  It is an emergent effect, a consequence of subtle shifts in urgency given the system’s 
prior acquisition of information and launch of top-down codelets from higher hierarchical levels.  It is not 
pre-programmed a priori and at each run the process will be different—there is no efficient algorithm or 
data structure to rapidly register the pieces.  It is actually possible, in principle, that Capyblanca might find 
the pieces only after saccading to all remaining empty squares. This theoretical possibility, however, does 
not arise in simulations, and the large-scale, statistically emergent, effect of attention placing is robust. In 
this run, merely 24 out of the 64 squares have been ‘saccaded to’, but these tend to be the most important 
ones.    
 
 

  
Figure 6. States 160 and 220.  

 
At state 160, note that the Bishop’s “moves” are not moves in the tree-searching sense (with plies followed 
by the opponent).  Instead, they are intended to model subcognitive pressures: the first fleeting seconds one 
perceives this chessboard and the Bishop’s constrained area. After duly recognizing the pieces, but before 
fully scanning the board, Capyblanca has found that the bishop, the most powerful piece in the position, is 
“trying to get out”, but that its mobility is restricted.  Additional information displayed concerns the 
bishop’s trajectories leading to the king and to the “unprotected” (at least at this stage) pawns.  But there 
are two additional types of representational structure active at this point:  mobility and roles.  After a piece 
has been recognized and (some of) its potential trajectories discovered, a ‘mobility matrix’ is constructed to 
account for that piece’s ‘spheres of influence’ across the board.  This information will enable many 
upcoming events, and, more importantly, will restrain the possibilities for consideration (not only for that 
piece, but also, globally across the board).  The other type of representation structure active at this point is 
that of an ‘abstract role’.  For example, the bishop is seen to play the role of ‘guardian’ of the unprotected 
pawns and of the king’s square.  The current intensity of these roles is high, as displayed by the thickness 
of the arrows.  Capyblanca is attempting to find escape routes (and uses, or roles) for the bishop (readers 
may please take the anthropomorphic terms in this narrative with the appropriate grain of salt). 
 
After codelet 220, the white king is found, through random chance, to be able to attack the pawn at e5, and 
proper trajectories and roles are created.  Note that the pawn at d4 might also have had been a possible 
candidate, for, at that stage, Capyblanca had yet to find that square d4 was protected by black’s pieces.  The 
system is yet to find that this new trajectory is not sustainable.  In this point, all different hierarchical levels  
shown in Fig. 2. are simultaneously being processed by the architecture.  There are codelets still ‘waiting’ 
to saccade to square c6, codelets ‘waiting’ to look for a piece’s potential trajectories, codelets ‘waiting’ to 
create the ‘spheres of influence’ matrix of a certain piece, codelets ‘waiting’ to create a trajectory for a 
certain chess relation, codelets waiting to create a role for a certain type of chess relation, among others. 
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Figure 7. States 320 and 384. 

 
After codelet 320, the black king, again through random chance, is found to be able to attack the white 
bishop.  Trajectories and roles are created.  Note the different boldness in the arrows, indicating what 
Capyblanca perceives to be intensity of the threats and defenses.  This configuration remains relatively 
stable (under slight changes) until codelet 384, when the discovery that white’s passed pawn can possibly 
promote is made.  
 
After codelet 384, the system perceives the potential passed pawn promotion, a “local event” which triggers 
a fast, global, chain reaction of repercussions across the entire board.  The system immediately places a 
high-urgency top-down codelet to check whether the promotion can be blocked by any of black’s pieces.  
These repercussions follow rapidly, so we must “slow down” this narrative to intervals of 5 (or less) 
codelets in the following figures. Note also that the white king’s attack on e5 is found to be easily blocked 
by the black king, thus the system has destroyed that role (and associated trajectory).   
 

  
Figure 8.  States 388 and 390. 

 
After codelet 388, the discovery of the major threat (in terms of intensity) emanating from the passed pawn 
triggers a search for black’s potential interceptions to the promotion.  Those triggered codelets have high 
urgency and rapidly discover that the black king is able to intercept the trajectory and defend from the 
promotion.  Again, trajectories and roles are created.  But, in this case, the processes also perceive that the 
black king is the only piece able to restrain the pawn from promoting, and hence codelets restrain the black 
king’s mobility to squares in which it would be unable to respond to the threat: the black king’s spheres of 
influence are reduced, therefore, to a subset of the squares in the rectangle defined by [c5, h8].   
 
Since the black king, and by consequence the black side, can no longer attack the white side’s unprotected 
pawn, two states later, after codelet 390, the roles of ‘guardians’ of the white pieces start to lose intensity.  
In the absence of need, the ‘guardian’ roles in the white side lose intensity by increasing n, as discussed 
previously.  This triggers a search for other relevant roles those pieces might have. Note that this inference 
concerning intensity of the guardian relations is achieved by information processing at the abstract role 
level (the black king is no longer a threat). The reader may notice that processing at these later stages has 
been triggered mostly by ‘expectation-driven,’ top-down, codelets: to find new roles for the white side’s 
pieces, for instance, codelets at the trajectory level and piece mobility level are triggered.   
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Figure 9. States 396 and 405. 

 
After codelet 396, all white pieces’ ‘guardian’ roles have very low intensity.  For example, intensity of 
white bishop’s defense of the g4 pawn is less than 1/10,000 of the intensity of the potential pawn 
promotion—the reader should note that an arrow’s thickness display is affected by orders of magnitude.  
Hence, the bishop is seen at this point as a piece of low consequence, with its constrained mobility and 
nothing to attack in its ‘spheres of influence’.  
 
Nine codelets afterwards, at state 405, the white king—finally free from having to guard from any 
impending attacker—rediscovers the potential attack towards the D5 pawn.  This time, however, there is 
knowledge of the black king’s attachment to its role of guardian from the promotion, and the piece cannot 
assume a second simultaneous role of preventing the white king’s attack. It is at this point that Capyblanca 
registers the fact that the joint attack by the white king and the passed pawn cannot be defended single-
handedly by the black king. Intensity of the white king’s attack soars to a previously unforeseen level. 
Hence white’s advantage becomes clear, and a strategy to secure that advantage has emerged.  The system 
has achieved, in a mere 405 codelets, an understanding of the global scenario.  (The execution continues for 
300 codelets with this configuration firmly stable—the system stops after some time with no improvement.)  
 
Some observations may be drawn here: 
 

(i) The architecture is rapidly drawn into the ‘relevant’ parts of the situation, and attention to 
irrelevant parts is scarce; 

(ii) The emergent process negotiates between top-down (expectation-driven) and bottom-up 
(data-driven) processes, and does not fall prey to a combinatorial explosion; 

(iii) Strategically similar chess positions can be explained from the point of view of sets of abstract 
roles.   

(iv) For deep understanding of a scenario, the abstraction is the most efficient level of description.  
 
The conclusion elaborates with some additional observations.  
 

V. Conclusion 
 
This paper has presented the Capyblanca project, a cognitive model of choice based on the idea that 
analogy is central to cognition (Hofstadter 2001). Capyblanca is a multiple-leveled, (simulated) parallel 
computational architecture, argued to be psychologically plausible (to some extent). Starting from isolated 
pieces found in random squares, it gradually converges towards a context-sensitive interpretation of the 
global scenario. The architecture displays (i) a high degree of ‘entropy’, continually constructing and 
destroying structures; (ii) a high degree of parallelism, with both bottom-up and top-down processes 
running concurrently; (iii) concurrent processing distributed over multiple levels (pieces perceived, 
distance relations, chess relations, mobility, abstract roles, etc); (iv) and “vagueness” brought by continuous 
degrees of intensity of abstract roles.  It gradually builds an abstract representation, based on the roles 
perceived, which gather expectations about what may happen in the position.  
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How do chess players concentrate attention to relevant aspects of a situation? We propose that players are 
primed to find relevant information very rapidly, as they perceive the board.  Capyblanca models this by 
placing higher urgencies to (i) processes triggered from new bottom-up information, and (ii) top-down 
processes with high computed intensity.  The architecture is rapidly drawn into the ‘relevant’ parts of the 
situation, and attention to irrelevant parts is minimum.  There is, however, a constant exploration of 
alternative “counterfactual” pathways. We believe this wasted effort is psychologically plausible, part of a 
process of imagining new possibilities. 
 
Capyblanca does not compute the chess tree.  Instead, the system gradually builds an interpretation of a 
position, based on various types of information (pieces, trajectories, mobilities, roles, etc.).  It attempts to 
synthesize information into abstract form:  “The black king is not able to defend simultaneously from the 
passed pawn and the upcoming white king threat”.  This type of information encoded as “roles” is 
generalizable, by changing the pieces involved, neither does it concern the accidental trajectories involved.  
The system, therefore, attempts to find the essence of the strategic situation—by manipulating the roles 
which have been deemed most ‘intense’. Instead of a tree-search process, in Capyblanca, elicited cues lead 
to proper responses, by activating concepts and top-down expectations likely to be relevant to the situation 
at hand.  
 
Strategically similar chess positions may be explained by looking at the configurations from the point of 
view of sets of abstract roles. For deep understanding, that abstraction is the most efficient level of 
description. While a skeptical reader might consider that the processing of both trajectories and of roles 
may be redundantly inefficient, that is really not the case.  It is crucial to process both trajectories and roles.  
The distinction is an important one.  Because a particular trajectory is bound to a set of squares, it is not an 
adequate structure to either perceive the situation in abstract terms or to generalize to other superficially 
different but strategically similar scenarios.  Trajectories lead to chess relations, but are different from 
them.  Chess relations are independent of locations and of particular squares of a trajectory.  And chess 
relations are subtly different from abstract roles: In Capyblanca’s evolving interpretation of a position, roles 
emerge gradually from the set of chess relations, by the process of continuous re-evaluation of the intensity 
of each relation.   
 
This is a distinction, not an argument.  By structuring information in terms of abstract roles it is possible to 
obtain abstract representational invariance.  Consider, for example, the notion that, “under a double check, 
the only response is to escape with the king”.  This notion is generalizable to an immense set of situations.  
It would be unthinkable—or at least computationally intractable—to try to describe it in terms of particular 
pieces, particular squares, and particular trajectories.  The most efficient level of description is the 
abstraction “piece A has a role of immediate attacker towards piece X”, “piece B also has a role of 
immediate attacker towards piece X”, and “X is a king”.  It is irrelevant for understanding, and inefficient 
for processing, what type of piece A and B are, what their mobilities are like, or which squares they 
occupy.  Therefore, it is imperative, for an architecture with the ambition to model abstract vision of a 
chess position, to use different representational structures to account for the trajectories involved in chess 
relations, and separate structures for the abstract roles that are found to be relevant in a particular position.  
Deep understanding arises by recognizing a familiar, previously seen, configuration of abstract roles.  For 
understanding a scenario, the most efficient level of description is given by a combination of the most 
important roles objects play. By reasoning at this level, a system may be able to perceive analogies between 
dramatically different scenarios.  This enables the eventual emergence of a global, meaningful, 
understanding of the constraints and key issues underlying the strategic situation one faces.  
 
If Capyblanca were an ad-hoc system tied exclusively to the chess domain, it would be hardly interesting as 
a cognitive model.  However, it should be emphasized that Capyblanca is one project out of a family of 
cognitive architectures (Mitchell 1993, Foundalis 2006, Hofstadter and FARG 1995, McGraw 1995, 
Marshall 1999, Rehling 2001, French 1995).  It does have severe limitations—which is why the full source-
code is being open-sourced to the community. 
 
As of this writing, the system is, like the original Copycat project, unable to learn (Linhares, 2005).  Its 
objective is solely to model human perception and intuitive understanding of a chess scenario “in an 
individual agent at a particular time” (Chalmers et al, 1992).  If one were to ask how the system models 
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chess expertise, the answer is: it does not.  Currently, top-down expectations need to be explicitly 
programmed.  The system is unable to acquire new strategies; therefore it cannot play a full game of chess.  
A full rewrite of the system is underway, which should in theory enable Capyblanca to acquire, during a 
game, new types of roles, new sets of roles in combinations, and use them in upcoming games.  However, 
the mechanisms for such an architecture have numerous design decisions, and are daunting research 
problems in their own right. The code for the current version of Capyblanca is open-sourced under the MIT 
license (a permissive license in which one can fork the code, change the licensing, sell the code or binary 
blobs, but never sue the original author).  It is hosted at capyblanca.googlecode.com.  Capyblanca has been 
developed using object-oriented pascal and compiles with the (freely downloadable) Turbo Delphi 2005.   
With this initiative, we hope to contribute to the scientific community by letting those interested not only 
replicate the results in detail, but also improve the architecture, or fork the project and explore different 
design decisions which we have not been able to. (Historians of computer science might also be interested, 
as those 10,000+ lines of source code do, in all probability, redefine the meaning of spaghetti code). 
 
Yet, despite its current limitations, it would be premature to dismiss Capyblanca as not worthy of scientific 
interest. While we do not intend to have a top-grade chess engine, we want to better understand cognitive 
choice using chess as a domain.  Four years in development, Capyblanca may be, perhaps, a starting point 
in fully addressing this goal. The general theoretical principles given here should be able to account for 
expertise; as the higher the skill, the more relevant abstract roles encoded, the greater the system’s 
understanding.  Capyblanca may account for more aspects of human thought in chess than alternative 
models, if indeed it is true that, after the opening of a game, analogy lies at the core of abstract vision. 
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